Word-Play is a community-based non-profit run out of TYPE books in downtown Toronto. We work with elementary-school children
from local schools to foster a love of reading and writing. All of our free after-school programs are based on the belief that children
learn through play and that when reading and writing are fun, amazing things can happen.
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Building a strong
community
Making reading & writing fun with
Queen West schools, families & kids
The windows at TYPE books are always spectacular, but if
you’ve been watching carefully, you might have noticed a
colourful and unusual window display this past spring.
Created in Word-Play’s Writing in the City workshop, the
window featured a massive kids’ eye view map of the Queen
West neighbourhood, self portraits and some amazing and
fantastical stories about the area by our Grade 6 participants.
“These are the stories in our neighbourhood” was a labour of
love for the creative kids in the program and a great
representation of what we’re trying to do at Word-Play: bring
back the joy of reading and writing and build a more connected
community.
We think literacy is so much more than just the ability to read
and write. It’s a tool to facilitate engagement in the life of our
communities. And recent academic research has shown that
enjoying reading and writing is a key part of ensuring it’s a set of
skills that last a lifetime.
Over the last eight years, Word-Play has been building a
community of readers and writers in
our free after-school programs.
We’re proud of what we’ve created
together with the schools, families,
volunteers and kids. If you want to
learn more about our programs or
donate to our fundraising efforts,
visit our web site at www.wordplay.ca
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Reading by
numbers
Reduction in stress from reading just 6
minutes per day: 60%
Percentage of Canadians who own a library
card: 61
Number of library visits per year in Canada:
360 million
Percentage of Canadians who read for
pleasure often or more often than
last year: 82
All figures from National
Reading Campaign http://www.nationalreadingcampaign.ca

Want to know
more?
Visit
www.wordplay.ca

After the flood

“Word-Play
helped me
with my
reading and I
had lots of
fun!”—Grade 4
participant

This past July, TYPE books was hit by the flood that
destroyed or damaged many homes and businesses
around the city. Nearly six feet of water in the
basement gallery ruined the store’s furnace, computer
system and a great deal of book stock and other paper
items.
Among the casualties was much of the children’s book
collection we have gathered for use in Word-Play
programs, as well as many of the art and teaching
supplies we use each week.

“I like the program
because it’s
educational and fun
at the same time.
Because it takes
place outside of a
school setting
students see it as
less instructional &
are more relaxed
and open to
learning. My son
seemed less anxious
& more motivated
to write.”— Parent,
Writing in the City

While this was difficult for Word-Play (and much
worse for the store!), we have taken the opportunity to
revisit how we use our book collection. This fall,
instead of offering several shelves of books to choose
from, we are carefully curating the books we offer to
the children. We display them in smaller open baskets
and, most importantly, monitor the children’s interests
through casual conversation as well as more formal
interviews. As a result, we’re able to gear the books we
offer to the specific needs of our participants.
This new approach has resulted in greater use of our
book collection. We think it’s because we’re meeting
the kids where they’re at and tuning into what they
care about. Who knew something so good could come
out of such a deluge?

“Word-Play
is a fun
place that I
wish I had
when I was
growing
up.” —
York U
Teacher
Candidate

Reading matters!
Word-Play has always believed that connecting young people to
the pleasures and knowledge that the world of books has to offer
is essential. Now, there’s a growing movement of educators and
activists advocating for literacy strategies that emphasize kids
reading not just for tests, but for fun. Research shows that
children who like to read do better in school and create stronger
social connections. Reading helps lay the foundations for
learning, critical thinking and building a better world.
TYPE books is often in the news for its great
selection of books, magazines, journals, paper and
gifts. This year was no exception. In a recent
“Neighbourhoods” package, Toronto Life magazine even
mentioned the special relationship between TYPE and WordPlay. We’re proud of our connection to this awesome indie.
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